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Spelman College was honored recently
by a short visit from the Secretary of the
Department of Labor, Miss Frances Perkins.
So far as we know, this is the first time
any member of a President’s cabinet has
visited Spelman, and the students and fac¬
ulty were particularly happy to have the
first visit of a Cabinet officer to the cam¬
pus made by the first woman ever to hold
high governmental office.
Miss Perkins was in Atlanta for two days
holding an Interstate Conference Social Leg-
islation at the State Capitol. Her schedule
was very crowded with official interviews,
addresses and inspections, and the fact that
she found time to visit the Community Em¬
ployment Office on Auburn Avenue, and
to see the Atlanta University development
and the site for the proposed Negro hous¬
ing project is a matter of congratulation
for us.
Miss Perkins and Miss Read are both
graduates of Mount Holyoke College, and
both have received honorary degrees from
their Alma Mater. Miss Read showed Miss
Perkins the campuses of Spelman, More¬
house, and Atlanta University, the sites un¬
der consideration for the proposed housing
project, the Morris Brown campus, and the
Booker Washington High School. She then
brought her to the Atlanta University Li¬
brary where she conferred with a group of
faculty and students. She was very much
impressed by the buildings and grounds and
by the University development in general.
In the course of the informal meeting in
the University Library exhibition hall, she
stated her lively interest in the situation of
the colored laborer, and asked that she be
furnished specific information on certain
problems that the Federal government is
facing.
In the course of her talk to the Atlanta
University group, Mi>> Perkins stated that
she regarded as of utmost importance the
building of better homes for colored fami¬
lies in Atlanta, and expressed her interest
in the proposed housing project for Negro
families in the neighborhood of the Univer¬
sity.
In emphasizing her desire to learn at first
hand of the status of Negro labor, she asked
for specific data regarding the wages of
domestic servants in the South and inquired
(Continued on Page 9)
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The Christmas Carol Concert
Of all the interesting and lovely events
on the campus, the Christmas Carol Con¬
cert is quite the loveliest. It is our ‘‘Christ¬
mas Star”. It is well placed, coming enough
before Christmas, to give us the Christmas
spirit, and near enough to it for us to
retain the spirit throughout the season.
This year the concert will be given in
Sisters Chapel on December 21, the
Thursday evening before Christmas. For
weeks the Morehouse-Spelman chorus, the
two college glee clubs, and quartets have
been rehearsing under the direction of Pro¬
fessor Kemper Harreld, who is assisted this
year by Mr. Willis Lawrence James. On
the program which is now being formulated
will he a number of national carols, and the
Negro spirituals that have come to be as¬
sociated with Christmas. As usual, the
program will be open to the public, and it
is expected that hundreds of friends of
the college and music-lovers of Atlanta will
take advantage of the opportunity to come
to Spelman campus to celebrate with the
college in the spirit of tin* Christmas time.
Getting The Christmas Spirit
Florence N. Mosley. ’34
Harken! Harken! do you hear?
The Christmas Spirit now is here.
There are several approaches to what
may be regarded as the traditional Christ¬
mas Spirit. One particular behavior-pat¬
tern of people has been gradually disap¬
pearing, though it is still practiced among
some people of all races and of all social
levels. The custom is as old as holiday
celebrations of peasants and serfs in the
great manor houses and castles of Medieval
Europe. Do you know how much the slave
regime had to do with continuing this cus¬
tom? I have no authoritative information
from which to judge, but in America it was
a rather universal practice for slave owners
to give their slaves what they called a
“toddy” or “dram” on Christmas Day,
as a part of the evidence of Santa Claus’
visit. The amount of beverage the slave
received depended, a good deal, upon how
lie had behaved during the year. The ef¬
fects upon slaves was to make them think
of Christmas time as the time “to tank
up and go on a spree.” This was not only
true of slaves, it was true, very largely, of
the master class and of the poor non-slave¬
owning white. They were usually ignorant
of the physical harm from intoxication.
This practice grew to be a very serious
hazard to life and limb during the holi¬
day season. While people were under the
influence of liquor, many crimes were com¬
mitted and much damage done to property
by all persons victims of this unfortunate
conception of the manner in which Christ¬
mas should be celebrated. The number of
accidents and fatalities that accompanied
this method of celebrating Christmas is dif¬
ficult to estimate.
The lifting of the mass culture of the
population, that is, the increase in intelli¬
gence, in sense of decency, of fair play,
and of honor gave a person freedom from
this crude idea of Christmas. With the
coming of prohibition, there has been a
marked change in the methods of reflecting
the Christmas Spirit. Can we hold tin*
gain?
Another evidence of the Christmas Spirit
has been characterized by a sort of barter¬
ing procedure or gift-exchange method. I’eo-
(Continued on Page 9)
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Warm Sunset Glows
“Your friend is your needs answered’’,
said Kahlil Gibran. This is just as true
today as it was seventy years ago. It was
true seventy years ago when the Negroes
were given their freedom from slavery. The
true friends of the Negro were made known
when they answered the great needs of the
Negro.
One of the most pressing needs of that
day was edtication. Only the most under¬
standing, and sympathetic teachers could
answer this need. Many noble women of
the north were quite ready and willing to
devote their lives to this work, and through
their efforts and the help of northern phi¬
lanthropic societies the Negro was given an
opportunity to climb the ladder of learning
and culture.
One of these noble characters for whom
the Spelman community had a memorial
exercise Thanksgiving day was Lucy
Hale Tapley, who devoted thirty-seven years
of her life to the development of Negro
youth. This service was especially signifi¬
cant, because the speakers presented pic¬
tures of Miss Tapley that will probably re¬
main in the minds of those present and
will be remembered whenever they think
of Miss Tapley, as great literature returns
to us to give us power.
The most vivid image of Miss Tapley
and the one that served as a sort of theme
for the entire service was the one presented
by Dr. E. R. Carter, pastor of Fried-
ship Baptist Church. He compared her life
with the beauty of the sunset. He brought
to our minds the fact that very few people
are awe-struck at the rising of the sun, and
no one thinks much of the light and bright¬
ness of the sun until it sets. One then
sees these beautiful rays, and marvels at
the things that this ball in the heavens
can do. “So”, said Dr. Carter, “was Miss
Tapley’s life.” With the closing life, peo¬
ple are able to look back and see the rays
of sunshine that have been present through¬
out the best years of her life, and now
they are awe-struck just as people who ob¬
serve the sunset are awe-struck. The other
speakers were unable to add anything to
this beautiful picture, but they did reflect
from many different angles those rays of
sunlight in each one of their tributes to
Miss Tapley.
Don’t jump to conclusions too quickly
for often they are wrong ones.
Thirty paintings from the brush of Mrs.
Farnsworth Drew, Atlanta artist, were
transported, the week of November ;">, from
the local High Museum of Art to Atlanta
University, where they were shown in the
exhibition hall of the University Library
for eight days.
On November 5, at the afternoon formal
opening under the auspices of the Art De¬
partment of Atlanta University, Mrs. Drew
spoke to the visitors concerning art appre¬
ciation. She compared art to the bridge
which connects different nations and is a
span between races. Over this bridge of
the arts, people may come together and ex¬
change their national and racial heritages.
In the collection, which was the first of
a series to be shown at the University Li¬
brary this winter, were a number of sea¬
scapes which Mrs. Drew painted during the
many summers and occasional winters she
has spent on Sea Island, twenty-five miles
off the coast of Nova Scotia. To this island,
where she established a studio twenty-eight
years ago, it was impossible to go except
during certain tides and smooth water.
The artist is a native of Wisconsin,
studied at the Art Students’ League in
New York City, and spent seven years in
study abroad, three of them in the Julian
Academy in Paris. Here she came to know
many of the famous artists of the period,
who influenced her development more than
did her teachers. For many years she main¬
tained a studio in New York City as well as
on Sea Island.
Allan Freelon, well known member of the
Gloucester group of painters and etchers,
exhibited a comprehensive and colorful col¬
lection of his paintings and prints at the
Atlanta University Library Exhibition Hall
for two weeks beginning Sunday, Novem¬
ber It). These pictures were the second of
a series of public exhibitions to be spon¬
sored by Atlanta University, and arranged
by Mr. Hale Woodruff, head of the art
department.
Mr. Freelon, one of the best known con¬
temporary Negro painters, studied at the
Pennsylvania Museum of Art, at the
Barnes Foundation at Merion, Pennsyl¬
vania, and with Hugh Breckenridge, A. X.
A. Since 1922 he has been assistant to
the director of art education of the Phila¬
delphia public schools. He is a graduate of
the University of Pennsylvania.
Freelon’s work, as displayed at a pre¬
view at the University, shows a colorful
series of seascapes and landscapes in which
the fishing fleets of Massachusetts’ famous
North Shore are an integral part. His
paintings have been exhibited frequently
at the principal galleries of Philadelphia,
in New York City and at Gloucester. This
is the first showing of his paintings in
the south. There can be no doubt in one's
mind as to the unusual artistic ability of
Mr. Freelon after having enjoyed the beauty
of the pictures on exhibition.
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Mklbahu Bryant, '34
We are happy to have our V. President,
Thomasine Duckett, back with us after a
short stay in the hospital.
There are numbers of persons on these
three campuses with whom the students
never get an opportunity to come in con¬
tact, but we were fortunate enough to have
Miss Burch to speak to the “Y” at the
meeting on November 12. Her talk was
about Solitude, and Friendship in the
crowds with which we live. Miss Burch’s
observations were taken from a different
angle from what we usually hear, and were
quite interesting.
What a pleasant surprise we all experi¬
enced when we walked into Morehouse
South for our “Yv meeting, the Sunday
night before Thanksgiving. The reception
room had been attractively decorated with
autumn leaves and sheaves. Large pump¬
kins appeared here and there among the
sheaves. The members of the High School
Christian Endeavor were the guests of the
Y. W. C. A. for this Thanksgiving service.
Miss Erskine, our advisor, was present, as
well as several other members of the fac¬
ulty.
The meeting was very informal, the
members bringing sofa pillows and group¬
ing themselves around the room. Frances
Brock related an interesting story, Ednah
Bethea read poems appropriate for the oc-
sion, and Lottie Lvbns played a. violin
solo. At the close of the service Thanks¬
giving souvenirs, containing nuts, were dis¬
tributed, and the meeting ended with
friendly conversation.
Le Cercle Francais
La premiere reunion du cercle francais
de Spelmnn College a eu lieu vendredi le
17 Novembre. Mile. Motley a ouvert la
seance. On a d’abord chante la Marseil¬
laise puis on a passe a 1 orde du pour. On
a procede immediat ement a Lection des
membre du bureau difiniti avec les resultats
suivants:
President Mile. Annie Motley
\ ice-1’resident Mile. Florie Jackson
Secretaire Mile. Annie Roberts
Tresorier Mile. Carline Goudy
Rapporteur des articles de journal
Mile. Eldra Monsanto
Minnie. Jackson a In line serie de boils
mots ties amusants. Mile. (Jeter a recite
deux fables de la Fontaine. Pris on a
chante trois chansons: “Alloutte ”, “ Fiore
Jaques” et “An Claire de la Lime."
Enfin on a mange des buns lions.
Nous esperons quo les etudiants de fran¬
cais s'interesseront plus an cercle et ne




Mr. Allen, Publicity Director for Atlanta
l niveristy, who is very much interested in
the operas of Gilbert and Sullivan, brought
to the Fortnightly club in its last two meet¬
ings two of the most widely known operas
of these men.
In the first meeting, which was held in
Howe Theatre, Mr. Allen gave something
of their lives. A few of the interesting
things that he told us were that Gilbert and
Sullivan's creative work covered a large
part of the Nineteenth Century. He told
us that Gilbert was distinctly English and
loved England so well that he could af¬
ford to laugh at her. As an artist, he was
comparable to Aristophones, the great Greek
comedian. He wrote the Bab Ballads—
“Bab ’ being the pen name he used for his
writings and illustrations. He gained con¬
fidence through the success of these bal¬
lads so that he could become great as a
writer of comedy, and there has been noth¬
ing to equal his musical comedies. When
by accident he met Sullivan, who was a
composer and lover of music, two men had
met who were peculiarly fitted for each
other; so they went into partnership—Gil¬
bert writing the librettos and Sullivan the
music. Their operas were replete with com¬
edy, distinctly English, always clean, and
never stooped to vulgarity to make a point.
Mr. Allen thought that it would interest
us to know that Sullivan wrote Onward
Christian Soldiers. They are also the au¬
thors of The Mikado which, UkePinafore, is
a great favorite of amateur actors.
Mr. Allen then played on the victrola,
the shortest of these operas—“Trial by
Jury”, the theme of which is trial for a
breach of promise. We heard the members
of the jury give their opinions of the man
who had broken his promise; then we heard
the judge, when lie considered himself the
proper man to marry the beautiful lady.
Two weeks later the social dining room
of Morgan hall was converted into a lovely
living room with chairs arranged in a semi¬
circle around an oak fire burning in the
broad open fire place, and in this cozy
and homelike atmosphere Mr. Allen enter¬
tained the club with another Gilbert-Sul-
livan opera, Pinafore.
As the guests entered they were greeted
by Mi ss Norwood, who gave them copies of
the* selected lyrics from Pinafore.
Mr. Allen told us that this opera got
its name from the ship Pinafore, and that
the action took place on its deck. The
captain's daughter, Josephine, was engaged
to marry Sir Joseph, “The ruler of the
(Queen’s Navee,” but she was in love with
a common sailor, Ralph,
“A suitor lowly born,
With hopeless passion torn
And poor beyond denying ..."
•Josephine found herself in a difficult
situation. Should she marry the man of
her rank or the man of her love ! She sings:
Buy Christmas Seals
Fight Tuberculosis
At the Sign of the Cross
The double barred cross, the symbol of
all Tuberculosis Associations in the world,
is a sign that the Atlanta Tuberculosis
Association is on the job. It is in this sign
that this association carries on its con¬
tinuous fight against tuberculosis.
In 1932 the association gave clinical ser¬
vice to 3,278 persons, 42 per cent of whom
were colored, and through its nursing ser¬
vice visited 16,601 homes.
This cross is double barreled, too. One
barrel shoots a message of cheer for the
friend who gets the letter. The other shoots
definite aid toward somebody who is in
danger from tuberculosis.
Hundreds die of tuberculosis here in At¬
lanta. Do your part in the fight. Buy
double-barred cross Christmas Seals. This




The Biology Club met November 17,
1933, in Tapley Hall to plan their year's
work. A brief synopsis of last year’s work
was given by Mary Reddick, and then the
house was open for election of officers.
Lucile Pearson was elected president; Mary
Reddick, vice-president; Fannie Allen, sec¬
retary; Catherine Lewis, chairman of the
Social Committee with Ereinne Hare as co¬
worker.
Miss Albro introduced the plans for the
year which will be on the subject of
1 ‘ Birds ’ ’.
Stick peppermint candy was served while
the members socialized and became familiar
with new birds recently given to the Biology
Department.
“I’d laugh my rank to scorn
In union holy
Were he more highly born
Or I more lowly.”
When Buttercup revealed the life-long
secret that Ralph and the captain had been
exchanged when they were babies, and that
Ralph was the real captain, he was im¬
mediately promoted to his rightful station
and married Josephine, while the* captain
became the common sailor.
Pinafore ran for seven hundred nights
in London and was brought to the United
States where it has had great success in
New York. It has been revived repeatedly
in England and America, and still it is a
source of real pleasure to those who have
heard it.
The next one of the Gilbert-Sulllvan
operas to lie played will be The Pirates of
Penzance.




Someone has said, “To live in the hearts
we leave behind, is not to die.” Miss Tap-
ley could not with a lifetime of conscious
effort have built more enduring monuments
than those that were unveiled in the
memorial service for her on Thanksgiving
Day. Memorials built of stone will even¬
tually become disfigured and crumble away;
but one's influence, that peculiar part of
one’s self which gradually becomes in¬
delibly impressed and woven into the life-
patterns of others—this sort of memorial
is time-proof.
As one after the other of Miss Tapley's
friends and associates rose to pay their
tributes to her memory, it seemed that a
curtain was being raised and a glimpse of
the past afforded those of this younger
generation who are benefiting by the stead¬
fastness, perseverance, and the unswerv¬
ing faith of those early teachers and stu¬
dents who laid the foundation on which
we now build.
The present recedes for the moment, the
curtain lifts and a line of some of those
first students pass one of the buildings
where a tall, slender lady stands outlined
in the doorway. Their searching eyes find
what seems to be an austere mien; but
they are vividly impressed with a sense of
the power of her impelling personality.
The scene changes and a timid young girl
is seen wandering uncertainly in the cor¬
ridor of one of the class-room buildings.
While she looks helplessly about, Miss Tap-
ley appears and directs her to the right
room. The girl later finds that this is
characteristic oif Miss Tapley the woman,
just as her ability to untangle knotty prob¬
lems is characteristic of Miss Tapley the
teacher.
Again the scene changes. Miss Tapley
and one of the older members of the com¬
munity go down the walk arm in arm, the
student endeavoring to adjust her leisurely
gait to that of the more active northerner.
This is merely an outward expression of
her more significant attempt to respond
to Miss Tapley’s suggestive challenge to
bring out her own innate sense of the fit¬
ness of things. Such teaching is especially
satisfactory; for it not only accomplishes
its aim, but it leaves the learner his self-
respect. Without a doubt, Miss Tapley’s
influence on those whom she served grew out
of their confidence in the genuineness of
her regard for them.
Here then, was a woman, a born leader,
daughter of “sea-faring folk"; one who
knew when and how to restrain or draw
out; a teacher who practiced the principles
which she taught; an administrator who,
with all her business, had time to make
herself understood by those with whom
and for whom she worked, whose firmness
was “shot through” with kindness; and
all in one, a friend, who gave herseLf, fully
and wholly.
We who only hear of her, truly rejoice
that it was Miss Tapley who came in
answer to our people's need.
The Campus At Christmas
Blanche Robinson, ’37
Kpelman College students witness a quick¬
ening of spirit as the yuletide season ap¬
proaches. Some of them are expecting to
go home, and, of course, the students who
are away from home their first time can
hardly wait. But, the students who will
spend their holidays on the campus need
not be disappointed, because everything will
be done to make their Christmas holidays
happy ones.
Usually, students who are planning to
rest during the holidays find themselves
taking part in the Christmas program and
doing all in their power to make the spirit
of Christmas prevail in every heart.
Truly, Christmas carols are beautiful
songs, hut they are especially so when they
are sung by Spelman College students. At
the entrance of the campus, the tree is
decorated with red, white, and blue lights.
The students gather about this tree and sing
Christmas carols. The colored lights shin¬
ing through the darkness add to the sacred¬
ness of this occasion.
For the student who has not seen much
of Atlanta, the observation trips prove
most interesting. One cannot heljA but en¬
joy viewing the Christmas decorations on
some of the houses in certain sections of
the city. The student who is thrilled by
elaborate decorations cannot help becoming
enthusiastic over the artistic talent dis¬
played.
Care is taken to provide enjoyment for
students whose interests are varied. Ath¬
letes may have their fling. Hikes and games
form a part of the holiday program. The
candle-light service is planned to interest
those who find enjoyment in reading poems
and literature. For those who enjoy giv¬
ing and receiving Christmas gifts, a Christ¬
mas tree is placed in each hall, and the
students may place their gifts on the tree.
On Christmas Fve night the gifts are dis¬
tributed among the students. Although the
gifts are not expensive, it is the spirit
with which they are given that makes the
receiver happy.
If every student enters into the program
for the Christmas holidays with the same
spirit with which it is planned, there is no
doubt that it will be one of the most en¬
joyable holidays of the year.
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The Memorial Service on Thanksgiving
morning in honor of Lucy Hale Tapley re¬
minded us not only of the woman herself,
hut of the work she did during her life¬
time. Probably no one has contributed more
to the development of Spelman College than
has Miss Tapley. After teaching twenty
years she served as President for seventeen
years, carrying on the traditions established
by the two courageous women who had
gone before and developing the work as
changed conditions made new plans desir¬
able and possible.
During her presidency four buildings
were constructed. In 1!)17 Bessie Strong
Home, a dormitory for students in the
Nurse Training Department, now used as
a teacher’s dormitory, was erected. In BUS
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial
Building was completed as a memorial to
Mrs. .1 oli 11 1). Rockefeller, Sr. Tapley Hall,
the science* building, completed in 1925,
was named in honor of Miss Tapley and
stands as a memorial to her. In 1927 Mr.
•bilin I). Rockefeller, Jr., dedicated tlu*
Sisters Chapel in honor of his mother and
aunt, tin* Spelman Sisters. It was at the
end of this year that Miss Tapley resigned,
on account of failing health, and the chapel,
a beautiful Creek structure, might be con¬
sidered the crowning achievement of her
work.
Tapley Hall houses the laboratories, reci¬
tation rooms, and offices for courses in
Physical and Ceneral Science, Biology and
Chemistry. The courses in Physics, for the
college year 1925-29, when Tapley Hall was
opened for use, were Ceneral Physics, Elec¬
tricity and a course in Magnetism, Heat
and Light. The courses now offered in
Physics are Ceneral Physics, Electrical
Measurements, Household Physics, and a
course in Heat, Sound and Light. The
courses in Ceneral Science, as separate
courses, were discontinued in 1929-27. In
1925-20 the Department of Biology offered
courses in General Biology and Bacteriol¬
ogy, as the department grew, courses were
added, and now the curriculum includes
General Biology, Household Bacteriology,
Comparative Anatomy, Vertebrate Embryol¬
ogy, Histology, Cytology, Entomology, and
the Teaching of Biology in the High School.
In the Chemistry department the courses
now offered are General Chemistry, Quali¬
tative Analysis, Quantitative Analysis, Ele¬
mentary Organic Chemistry and the Teach¬
ing of Chemistry in High School. Ad¬
vanced courses offered at Morehouse College
and senior-graduate courses offered by At¬
lanta University in Physics, Biology and
Chemistry are open to Spelman students.
It is, perhaps, particularly suitable that
the memorial to Miss Tapley should be a
science hall. The science courses, estab¬
lished by her, typify as nothing else could
her ability to adapt to new times and new
needs. At the beginning of her presidency,
Spelman was a seminary with primary,
grammar, high, and occupational schools
attached. It thus embodied those phases of
education which seemed best fitted to the
needs of the people whom it served. In
1924, it became a teachers’ college; for,
by that time, it had become apparent that
schools for Negroes could utilize teachers of
more advanced and specialized training
than had formerly seemed necessary. The
lower schools were still maintained, as
they are today under the transfer to At¬
lanta l niversity; and the work of the Semi¬
nary and of the occupational departments
had to be continued until those, already
enrolled, were graduated. However, as has
already been shown, regular college courses
were introduced, which form the founda¬
tion of those now taught in the liberal arts
college which was substituted for the teach¬
ers college not long after Miss Tapley s
resignation. Training in science is one of
the important requisites of our day; and
Mary Reddick, ’34
Since the change of Spelman from a
Seminary to a College in 1924, there has
been steady development in the department
of Biology. The present generation of stu¬
dents has seen only the progress which has
been made in the last three or four years.
When one thinks of progress in an aca¬
demic department, one takes into consid¬
eration the equipment, materials, the num¬
ber of students, and the training and tenure
of the faculty in that department. Before
1925, when Tapley Hall was built, the Bi¬
ology department was in its infancy in size
and equipment.
On the second floor of Tapley Science
Hall, which is devoted to Biology, are three
well-equipped laboratories, in each of which
there are display windows, a well regulated
system, and plenty of running water. The
rooms are large and comfortable, and the
main lecture room has had since 1926 an
excellent projection lantern, by means of
which some of the studies can be illustrated.
As one looks through the department, he
can see that much of the demonstration ma¬
terial has been prepared by different mem¬
bers of the department: the skeletons of
frogs, snakes and a turtle have been done
by faculty members; dissections and
mounts of preserved animals of different
kinds have been done by students. Other
materials have been especially prepared by
different Biological Companies.
Recently many valuable materials have
been added, such as an autoclave, an incu¬
bator and other apparatus for bacteriology,
models for embryology and charts which il¬
lustrate certain phases of biology that are
hard to visualize. Within the last three
years interest has been growing in en¬
tomology and ornithology. Demonstration
mounts for entomology have been made,
using the specimens that different students
and faculty members have brought in. There
is now an insect cabinet which will be used
lor student collections. The study of ento¬
mology requires more materials and pro¬
vides the incentive for collecting it.
This year the main interest outside of
the regular courses will be in birds. Two
collections have been presented by the
I nited States National Museum. In the
collection for this year there have been re-
reived birds which live in or migrate
through tin* immediate region. There are
four beautiful Audubon bird charts which
not only show the plumage of birds by
which they may be identified, but also give
(Continued on Page H)
the dedication to Miss Tapley of the build¬
ing in which science is taught, may be taken
as a recognition of one of her outstanding
traits, the capacity to see and to meet the
changing requirements of a changing so¬
ciety.
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Freshmen Present the Faculty
Lottih Pktk.ks, ’37
The presentation of the faculty by the
Freshman class in a miscellaneous program
in the Little Theater on November IS proved
amusing as well as interesting.
The program was announced by the Fresh¬
man Crier, Mabel Murphy. Following the
announcement, the Prose Chorus, composed
of Ruth Carithers, .Josephine Dobbs, Helen
W ingood, Frances .Johnson, Mabel Murphy,
and Ella Crutchfield, took their seats on
either side of the platform in front of tin1 cur¬
tains and furnished comments during the
evening, both complimentary and uncompli¬
mentary. They began to chat, informally
about what kind of program they thought
the faculty were going to give. The abili¬
ties of their nieces and nephews were their
chief conversation between the numbers.
Miss Viola Branham, in “Now We Are
Six", impersonated a three-year-old boy
who was engaged in his daily play, imper¬
sonating animals, a doctor, a train, and an
automobile.
Miss Neptune impersonated a ten-year-old
girl with long hair and a short dress and
recited the story of the Discontented Goose
who, thinking that she could sing, tried
her fortune and found that neither lords,
ladies, nor the poor appreciated her talents.
Miss Geter and Mr. Jones, of the French
department, were very entertaining in their
one-act French comedy, “Dans un Ascen-
seur’ ’. Monsieur seemed to be deeply en¬
gaged in making love to Mademoiselle, who
haughtily refused his offer of marriage.
Tt was a treat to students to see how
French our French Professors actually are.
Mrs. Irene Dobbs-Jackson played a de¬
lightful piano solo, “Song of the Shrine”,
by Dett.
Miss Ruttkay made a perfect impersona¬
tion of Mrs. Malaprop in “The Rivals”.
This lady, who was a great talker, loved to
be in high society, but always rattled off
big words in the wrong places at the wrong
time.
Miss Charity Bailey offered her most
soothing voice in the song, “You Get Heaps
of Lickins”, to her young brother, imper¬
sonated by Johnnie Childress, who was
bursting into tears as the result of a spank¬
ing.
As the audience looked with amazement
upon the statues of Manikin and Minikin
on the stage, they realized them to be Miss
Wilson and Miss Miller. Their representa¬
tion of these two dolls was a most perfect
one in their stillness and their appearance
of being artificial. This number completed
a variety program and was unique in itself.
After the prose chorus listened to the
last number of the program, they gave
more clever comments and compared the
talents presented with those of their young
nieces and nephews, who must be truly
prodigies.
The program won hearty applause from
the audience.
Sophomores Take the Stage
Dorothy (). Williams. ’36
Reveu a la Comidie, and it could not
have borne a better name. It was comical
from the beginning to the end. Even in
the introduction when the Sophs tried to
be themselves, they provoked a snicker
from the audience. They were introduced
as follows:
Catherine Walker The President
Ruth Westmoreland The Athlete
Carolyn Lemon The Biologist
Cornelia Wallace Connie the Cook
Juanita and Jamie Reddick The Sisters
Cornelia McGowans Miss Simplicity
Ruby Flanagan The Poet
Emma L. Wilkins Tiny
Eldra Monsanto .. .. The Foreign Student
Viola Williams The Mathematician
Madeline Grey ... ... Flaming Youth
Josephine Wheeler. The Dietitian
Francis Brock California Sunshine
Ella Murray The Psychologist
Johnnie Childress The Actress
Mattie Hardy The Quiet One
Louise Long .... Miss Sophistication
Anita Lain ..The Artist
Mary Fort .... ... The Soccer Captain
Mary Patterson Miss Unassuming
Anne Wright The Pianist
Dorothy Williams.. ..The All-Around Girl
Following the introduction, a dramatic
pantomime was presented. Thanks to Dr.
Ruby Flanagan for curing Robins (Ruth
Westmoreland) of the sneezles and wheezles
as soon as she did.
“Liza Jane” (a clog dance) was full
of pep, and Madaline Grey looked like
“Liza” herself, when she appeared in red
checks, plaits and bows.
We're glad that there were few aged men
present, lest they had followed Annie Mot¬
ley in “the Old Man’s Dance”, only to
find that their limbs did not give ’way to
rhythm as readily as her’s did.
If you didn’t see Carlene Goudy posing
as a school “marm” of 1999, you missed
a real treat. Goudy’s method of teaching
predicted the future of Progressive Educa¬
tion, judging from some of the answers that
she accepted from “Baby Rose,” Emma
Wilkins and “Magazina”, Ruth Westmore¬
land.
We don’t know which was more comical
about that quartet, the songs they sang,
the faces they bore, or their lack of har¬
mony. We wish we knew whether or not
they were supposed to harmonize; how¬
ever, judging from the personnel, they were
not supposed—.
“The New Moon’’, a one-act play, had
all of the elements of a real comedy. The
natural humor of the play was strengthened
by good acting and appropriate costumes.
It is rumored that some of the guests tipped
out because Dr. Spankster, Johnnie Chil¬
dress, did not administer his remedy to the
yelling prince, Anita Lain, soon enough.
Well, we can assure these folk that when
Mardi Gras
Catiikrink Lkwis, ’35
The Junior Class of Spelman College
presented on Saturday evening, November
25, in the Little Theater, an entertainment
which was a typical Mardi Gras, with the
king and queen seated on their royal
thrones, and honored by various per¬
formances in a large sawdust ring.
The king, Mr. John Clemmons, and the
queen, Alice Hutchinson, with their royal
ladies in waiting, were entertained first by
a grand parade of clowns, dancers, a snake
charmer, a ring master and members of the
Mardi Gras orchestra. Bright colorful
floats were drawn by clowns.
Continuing the entertainment Lucille
Pearson, Mattie Hood, and Fannie Allen
did a folk dance, “Swanee”. Eleanor
Blackshire tapped, and Florence Warwick
did a Spanish dance. Mr. I). S. Days with
the violin and Grace Days at the piano
gave a delightful musical number entitled
“For You”. Carrie Adams gave a typical
telephone conversation between two ladies.
During the intermission the hot dog,
punch and candy booths became centers of
interest. Those of the audience not choos¬
ing to frequent the booths were served with
all cordiality, candied apples, peanuts and
odd trinkets. The latter were in small grab
bags which were a penny a grab.
A post office was provided, making it
possible for the royal family to acknowl¬
edge the presence of all the guests, for one
to two pennies postage. Also a soothsayer
imparted valuable knowledge as to the fu¬
ture of every one.
Wholesome fun was provided by Mr.
Darkins and Mr. Scott in a minstrel pro¬
gram that included “Little Brown Baby”,
recited by Darkins, who trotted, soothed
and caressed Scott, as the little brown
baby, though Scott was three heads taller
than Darkins, the soothing father.
Thanks are due Mary Lou Bythewood
and Olivia Warmsley for the originality of
the plan, and to Miss Nelson and Mrs.
Cannon for their assistance in formulating
it.
Teacher: Miss Lewis, who was Ann
Boleyn ?
Miss L.: Anne Boleyn was a flat iron.
Teacher: What on earth do you mean?
Miss L.: Well, it said in the history
book: “Henry, having disposed of Cather¬
ine, pressed his suit with Anne Boleyn.”
Doc. did swing the king’s slipper he got
sound results.
Besides providing fun, the play had a
moral that bears repeating: “Spare the
rod and spoil the child.”
The curtain closed and every one went
home to dream of “Turkey Day’’. Thanks
for the treat, Sophs. Don’t wait so long
before you stage another.
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A Hairbrush Speaks
Jewel Crawford, ’35
“Little Master, have you ever wondered
from whence I came; ’ ’
“You are American, of course, as all
other brushes are, I guess,” was the sharp
reply.
“You are just a little wrong; I am not
like other brushes you have used. I am
not even American. I am French Indo¬
china. You can’t even make brushes in
America like me. I am made from pig
bristles.
“ Why can’t brushes he made from Amer¬
ican pigs?” the master asked.
“Oh well, it is this way; the bristles of
American pig’s are not good. The pigs must
be wild to produce bristles like these of
which 1 am made. ’ ’
“ Well, since you seem to he such a unique
little article who has traveled a long dis¬
tance to he at my service, explain the de¬
tails of how you were brought to me in
the form of a brush.”
“Well, it is like this: If you should visit
a French Indo-Chinese village early some
morning you would see all the inhabitants
out, messing around. The men will vanish
into the jungle around the village, while
the women, children and men, too old to
hunt, prepare earthenware and iron ves¬
sels, filling them with chunks of pitch and
building fires under them, while the men
form an immense semi-circle in order to
drive the wild pigs into the village. In this
village is a large corral that will hold
several hundred wild pigs. It is into this
place that the men drive the pig’s with
the assistance of the women and children
waving sticks.
“The |tigs are astonished when they find
themselves locked within the gates of the
corral and being doused with hot pitch.
To rid themselves of this pitch they scratch
themselves violently, thus tearing out their
bristles.
“Then women and children {tick up the
bristles, return them to the {tots to be
melted where they soon come to tin* sur¬
face and are skimmed off to he manufac¬
tured into brushes.
“Such brushes enable every village
woman to buy a calico dress and the men
a derby hat.”
“Well,” the little master returned, af¬
ter listening attentively for some time to
the brush, “you mean more to me than you
formerly meant. You are a unique article
after all, and it gives me great consolation
to know that you will he with me always."
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Dame Bad Luck overtook the Maroon
Tigers on their last lap. The Fisk boys
defeated Morehouse two to nothing (2-0).
It seemed as if Morehouse had lost a hit
of co-ordination that they had in the Clark
and Talladega games. For time after time
they had the ball in the Fisk touchdown
territory, hut they could not carry it over.
Morehouse outstripped Fisk in all de¬
partments of the game. But a very good
kick on the part of Fisk which placed the
hall on the Morehouse one yard line, and
the failure of a Morehouse man to get the
hall from the goal line on a kick, gave
Fisk a safety which won the game.
Intramural Football
With the end of the varsity football sea¬
son intramural football has started. This
is to promote a better interclass spirit,
better sportsmanship, and to discover some
hidden material for the varsity of next
year.
The dignified Seniors surrendered some
of their dignity and went out on the foot¬
ball field and wallowed the Sophomores
from goal to goal, to the tune of 25-0.
The Freshmen won a moral victory from
the Juniors Tuesday by tying them. The
spirit of the game was that Florida flash,
Martin Graham, who gave all he had, hut




The institution of guilds comes from the
Middle Ages and takes an important part
in modern life.
The essential principle of the guild was
the handing together of people for mutual
help, enjoyment and encouragement. Today
we also form guilds .for the aid of others,
as the Needle Work Guild of America, of
which the New York Branch is gathering
and making garments for the .300 charitable
organizations that they have been aiding.
Perhaps the more important guilds that
we hear of now, are the Trade Guilds, of
which there are two orders—Merchant
guilds and Craft guilds. There are also In¬
dustrial guilds. These guilds take care of
the workers, that is, the members or guild-
brothers. They see that the members have
their due rights, correct wages, and work¬
ing hours, that they work under good con¬
ditions and that the people who are over
them treat them with fairness and kindness.
In fact the many different kinds of guilds
play an important part in the life of the
world today as they did in the life of the
Medieval world.
Dictionary Dyspepsia
Would that I were a man! 1 would set
about renovating this grand old world in a
most noble way. I would aspire to the Presi¬
dency and immediately upon entering office
win the favor of the people by issuing a ban
on the dictionary. Every person caught pos¬
sessing such a slave-driver would he immedi¬
ately and most assuredy beheaded.
Of all the paraplieranalia going to make
up institutions of higher learning it is the
most demanding. You become attached to it,
and soon you become a dictionary addict.
You consult Webster about even the smallest
matters (knowing in the beginning that he
is going to disagree with you), and soon his
opinion becomes known to you. You dare not
even think, without consulting him first.
As likely as not you are struggling with
some word like “vallisneriacerous” (which
you can’t pronounce to say nothing of spell¬
ing) and you make a grand rush for the
dictionary. Of course, you cannot find the
hook anywhere and lose much time searching
vainly for it until you suddenly remember
having thrown it on top of the bookshelf in
your last resolve to have unmolested opin¬
ions of your own. Yrou build a somewhat un¬
steady parapet to stand on and after many
trials succeed in maintaining your balance
long enough to spy the book—way up high—
encrusted in dust! There’s nothing to do
but get a duster and get busy. When you
are finally able to distinguish the book from
the dust, you have choked several times and
your hands have probably become so en¬
crusted that you dare not touch the book
before they are washed and some of the
dust encircling the room has cleared away.
Well, aren’t you thoroughly disgusted by
now? More than likely after you have
dragged your precious oracle of knowledge
down you will have forgotten what you were
going to look up anyway. If you are lucky
enough to recall the word, you are never
able to find at what end of the alphabet
“v” comes—and then the word more than
likely isn’t even in the dictionary!
It is upon this encroaching parasite that
I, in mv administration, would first wage
war! I would—-if necessary- write a dic¬
tionary of my own—a huge, magnificent one,
entirely disagreeing with Webster and
place it by his side to see him wither and
wilt as 1 have done under his eontemptous
stare—that mocker of men!
Negro Achievement Week
It has become a tradition for the Omega
fraternity to observe Negro Achievement
Week. The Spelman Community is grate¬
ful to the Morehouse chapter for the pro¬
gram rendered. The speaker, Mr. Hurley,
of Warren Memorial, struck a note of
challenge when he expressed the opinion
that too much emphasis on what has al¬
ready boon accomplished may act like
poison to the blood; a long way lies be¬
fore us still, and what our fathers have
wrought is only a foundation on which
we must lay our contribution to the race.
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Fra Angelica and His Angels
Annlizabbth Madison, ’34
A now and thoroughly independent de¬
velopment of painting took place in Italy in
the beginning of the fifteenth century. The
distinctive features of the new method were
a vigorous comprehension of nature, a
thorough study of form, and a complete in¬
sight into coloring and perspective. Almost
all the painters of this epoch united in es¬
tablishing a new manner, known as the
realistic, and in this way laying the foun¬
dations of modern art. One artist, how¬
ever, in the seclusion of his cloister, re¬
mained true to the traditions and mode of
expression of the middle ages into which,
nevertheless, the incomparable beauty and
feeling of his nature breathed fresh life.
Fra Giovanni Angelica, (1487-1450) from
the place of his birth, called da Fiesole,
occupies an entirely exceptional position,
lie was the late-blooming flower of an
almost by-gone time amid the pulsations of
a new life. Never, in the whole range of
pictorial art, have the inspired fervor of
Christian feeling, the angelic beauty and
purity of which the soul is capable, been
so gloriously interpreted as in his works.
The exquisite atmosphere of an almost
supernaturally ideal life surrounds his pic¬
tures, irradiates the rosy features of his
youthful faces, or greets us, like the peace
of God in the dignified features of his de¬
vout old men.
His prevailing themes are the humility
of soul of those who have joyfully ac¬
cepted the will of God, and the tranquil
Sabbath calm of those avIio are lovingly
consecrated to the service of the Highest.
The movement and the changing course of
life, the energy of passion and action, con¬
cern him not. His range is limited, although
a continuation of that which the Sieness
strove after, but witliin its confines he at¬
tained the highest excellence bv means of
glowing coloring, imperishable freshness and
beauty of tints, and delicate modelling, as
well as by an unsurpassable arrangement
of drapery, and by distinct grouping and
an impressive harmony.
No piece illustrates these facts better
than Fra Angelica's Madonna dei Lin
(Madonna of the Flax Workers) so called
because the Flax Workers’ Guild employed
Fra Angelica to paint it for 190 florins
“or less, according to his conscience.” This
Madonna is true to pietistic art, before the
painter dared show the influence of the
classical art that brought about the Ren¬
aissance; she holds stiffly a fully dressed
mannikin for the Christ Child. In contrast
with this, on the gold frame are the twelve
angel musicians, each playing a different
instrument, arranged one above the other,
five on each side and two leaning toward
the center of the oval top. They have doll-
like faces, rich coloring and delicate
tracery in their garments and ornaments.
Ilis suave angels breathe the purest piety
and humility; the brilliancy of color and
richness is marvelous. Who does not when
looking upon these glorified faces feel
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The Jitney Players
Bernard Shaw's amusing fable and sting¬
ing satire on the glory of war, “Arms and
the Man'' was played in Howe Memorial
Hall on Tuesday (‘Veiling, December 12. For
two hours the audience of students and
townspeople were transplanted to that ob¬
scure Balkan kingdom that Shaw chose as
the scene of his comedy, and lived once
again the nonsensical yet stirring romance
of Captain Bluntschli, the “chocolate sol¬
dier" and the beauteous Raina, who loved
a uniform quite as well as the soldier who
wore it.
On the stage of Howe the company which
has traveled to every nook and cranny of
this country set up their simple, effective
scenery, brought out their necessary prop¬
erties, and played the play with the straight¬
forward manner of the strolling player.
It was the kind of acting that could be
appreciated by the initiated playgoer such
as the Jitney Players have had for their
audiences during their eleven years of
trouping from the Canadian border to the
Gulf and westward to the Rockies. Of the
company of eight, the work of Alice Keat¬
ing Cheney, one of the founders of the
troupe, who played Raina, was outstanding.
The Jitney Players were organized in
1923 for the purpose of carrying the spoken
drama to the highways and byways of New
England. With a convertible motor truck
as a stage, auxiliary trucks as dressing
rooms, and the sky for their roof, the com¬
pany played on village greens, in parks, and
on hospitable lawns; in the winter they
used such college auditoriums, town halls
and theatres as were available. Their fame
grew, and the troupe extended its activities.
The present southern trip is an outgrowth
of this widespreading fame.
Mad Ison!
A freshman’s suggestion of a way to help
recall her name.
“Extra! Extra! All about Ison who went
mad.”
“Extra! Read the ucavs right here. Three
cents.”
Such hurry and bustle on New York’s
down town streets. The startling headline
blazed before me as a newsboy passed. I
walked up to buy a paper. Upon reading
t be story, I found it Avas just another of
New York’s children gone “mad.”
As I walked away, the sound of the news¬
boy’s call grew fainter as he continued, “Ex¬
tra ! Extra! All about “Mad Ison.” Then I
noticed that he was calling my own name,
Madison.
Error in November Issue
The article, “The Urban League at the
Fair," was written by Lee Olive Watts in¬
stead of by Walter Ruth Madison.
something of that peace which passeth un¬
derstanding1? 0 Angelica, but thou art im¬
mortal !
Biology Department
(Continued from Page 5)
the common names of birds. Last year the
biology students went on field trips, learn¬
ing to identify birds which are common in
this locality. Over sixty birds were identi¬
fied and their characteristics recorded.
During 1932-33 a club consisting of the
Biology majors was organized. In this club
groups of twos are now working out differ¬
ent phases of bird life, such as plumage,
nesting, courtship, and migratory habits.
The record of growth is also indicated by
the preparation, as indicated by degrees, and
by the tenure of tin* persons who have di¬
rected the work since:—
Miss Mary (!. Converse, A.M., 1924-25,
Professor of Science.
Miss Hazel Converse, A.M., 1925-20, Bi¬
ology and Hygiene.
Miss Edith Rinner, A.hi., 1920-27.
Mr. J. W. Lawlah, B.S., 1927-28.
Dr. Louise Baird Wallace, I’h.D., 1928-31.
Miss Harriet hi. Gay, A.B., 1928-31.
Mrs. Grace Holmes Delorm, A.hi., 1929-.
Mrs. Mary Juola Haga, M.S., 1929-31.
Miss Eva Sherwood, A.M., 1930-33.
Dr. Helen T. Albro, Ph.D., 1931-.
Dr. Anna Grace Newell, Pli.D., 1931-.
Since 1929 Spelman College students in
their junior and senior years have had a
wider selection of courses because they have
been admitted to courses in Morehouse Col¬
lege.
The Call of the Yuletide
Ruby Celeste Flanagan, ’30
“Come home," the Christmas echoes softly
call;
Let every one who halts along the way
At Yuletide, listen, lest he fall
And fail home debts to pay.
“Come home,” the candles in the window
burn,
Lighted by tender hands that love you still;
Let not new lights your footsteps turn;
Come where love’s echoes thrill.
See through the frosty air yon silent star,
Constantly, if night be drear, or doubly
bright;
Know that home loves call from afar
To all o’ercome by night.
No other night that all the good year holds
Calls with such pity as the Christmas tide,
When home would bring within its folds
All on its outer side.
Then let the 5 uletide beckon back once
more
To hearthstone warmth, where tender hearts
await.
Come back again from off the alien shore;
Come home, come home, and love will
close the gate.
Country student: You know the window
pane is broke out of my window.
City student: No, the window is down
from the top.
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The Thanksgiving Drive
The proceeds from the annual Thanks¬
giving rally were announced in Howe Hall
Friday morning, December 1. At first we
heard the words of Paul to the Corinthians
in which he urged them “not only to do,
hut to continue to be willing to do." Then,
after a short prayer, came the report of the
cheerful giving, announced by the different
class presidents and by Miss Erskine.
Miss Erskine, who had charge of the
rally, announced the donations made by the
Spelman College faculty, Mr. Davis and
workers and by High School boarding stu¬
dents, while Thomasine Duckett and Bernice
Smith announced the contributions of the
Y. \Y. C. A. and Sunday School, respec¬
tively. The reports were as follows:
Freshmen, with an enrollment of 93,
contribution —$25.00
Sophomores, with an enrollment of 34,
contribution 16.70
Juniors, with an enrollment of 45,
contribution . 13.75
Seniors, with an enrollment of 41,
contribution _ 23.75
The thirteen boarding students of At¬
lanta University Laboratory High School
gave $6.55; the Y. AY. C. A. gave $5.00;
the Spelman College Sunday School, $4.49;
faculty, $223.00; Mr. Davis and workers
$20.00; and Mamie Bynes and Alpha Talley,
both graduates of 1933, each sent $1.00 with
her best wishes to her College on Thanksgiv¬
ing Day. The sum from the Thanksgiving
Drive was $338.84.
It is customary for Spelman to contribute
from the Thanksgiving money a gift of
$75.00 to the Atlanta Community Chest,
and to send the sum of $50.00 to each of
the five Spelman Missionaries in Africa. It
was voted by tbe student group and faculty
that the same procedure be followed this




(Continued from Page 1)
regarding conditions in the laundry indus-
t rv.
Among those participating in the discus¬
sion were: Dr. AY. E. B. DuBois, of At¬
lanta University, whom Miss Perkins greet¬
ed a> an old friend; Professor Rayford
Logan of the Atlanta University Department
of History; Mrs. John Hope, wife of the
president of the University; Mr. Melvin
I). Kennedy of the Atlanta University Lab-
ora torv School, and Mr. Brailsford Brazeal
and Mr. \V. C. Mitchell of Morehouse Col¬
lege faculty.
Sister: Now, if you’ll be quiet and stay
in bed like a good little boy I II tell you
a fairy story about the prince who killed
a dragon and ic cued a beautiful princess
Benjamin: Aw, that's too old—tell me
about an NBA official who killed a profi¬
teer and rescued a consumer.
Chapel Speakers
During the month of November Spelman
students and faculty have enjoyed some rare
treats in the form of Chapel talks: Mr.
B. R. Eleazer, Educational Director of the
Commission on Interracial Co-operation,
spoke to us about the subject “The Pre¬
cepts of Jesus as Natural Laws". Miss
Marion Wilson of Spelman College, spoke
on “The History of Hymnology. ”
Mr. Rayford AAr. Logan of Atlanta Univer¬
sity gave us some valuable information con¬
cerning “The significance of the Recogni¬
tion of Russia by the United States." Mr.
Hale AA'oodruff, Professor of Art, pointed




Miss Stevenson was hostess at a delight¬
ful tea served in the Home Economics
apartment, Sunday afternoon, November 26.
The tea was given as a means of Miss
Stevenson’s getting acquainted with the
Sophomores, Juniors and others in the de¬
partment of Home Economics of whom
Miss Stevenson knew little. Her guests
were graciously received and set at ease
in her homelike living room. After a short
exchange of intimacies the guests were ush¬
ered into the dining room where a variety
of sandwiches, cakes, and excellent tea
awaited them. After refreshments a radio
entertainment followed. Every guest ex¬
pressed pleasure to her hostess for the en¬
joyable affair.
Sunday School Activities
All’. Jenkins’ class, instead of the regular
lesson, had a very enjoyable Thanksgiving
program superintended by Miss Ruth Cor-
rithers. AYe wish that we might have en¬
joyed it with them.
On the third of December, Air. Bullock
took some of the members of his class for
a visit to a rural church about thirty miles
from Spelman. After the service, they were
served dinner at the church. A\ ithout a
doubt, this was a very welcome experience
in spite of the rain.
Airs. AYillis and her class are planning
for a delightful Christmas party for about
sixteen little children of the city who would
have no Christmas otherwise. Aliss Pearlie
Reed has promised the use of the Nursery
School play room. She will also leave the
children's tree with the decorations on.
()uc* of our good friends has promised five
pounds of hard candy for the children.
Dolls are being dressed and each member
of the class has the name of one child
to whom she will play the part of Santa
Claus. If all the plans work out, it is hoped
that the children will have a very happy
time. It most certainly is a pleasure to
those who are making the attempt to bring
jov and gladness to the children on Christ¬
mas Day.
Health Studies at Spelman
College Nursery School
The Spelman College Nursery School
held a parents' meeting in the Laura Spel¬
man Rockefeller Alemorial Building on
AYednesday evening, November 29, at 7:30
o 'clock.
Dr. Nathan, head of the Department of
Education, Atlanta University, was the
main speaker for the evening. He talked of
the defects of children, including infant
mortality and stillbirth. He spoke briefly
of the interesting observations that he had
made on nursery schools in England.
Aliss Alary AYilliams, a student of Spel¬
man College and member of the class in
Child Development, read a paper on the
History of the Nursery School Movement.
After the program each parent had a
conference with ATrs. Ludie Andrews con¬
cerning the health of his child.
Individual conferences between parents
and staff members were also held, concern¬
ing behavior and habits of the children.
The Home Economics Department, under
the supervision of Aliss Ruth AYatson, and
assisted by members of her class, delight¬
fully served the guests.
There were thirty-one parents present,
including seven fathers.
Getting The Christmas Spirit
(Continued from Page 1)
pie make a list of persons to whom they
these respective recipients to return gifts
are to make gifts based upon the ability of
iii kind. Tn this respect, Christmas presents
are frequently used as a means of com¬
pensating for a kindness done or a medium
of soliciting favors by persons in high
places or in high social positions. This is
still widely practiced and is, in very large
part, the custom of people of all classes.
Today, the more ideal method of portray¬
ing the Christmas Spirit is the custom of
giving to the poor and less advantaged,
toys and baskets of food, and of decorating
Christmas trees, singing carols and other¬
wise reminding the community at large of
the real mission of the Christ Child. While
it is not so obvious, there are still a great
many people actuated by the spirit of giv¬
ing, not as a matter of the medium of ex¬
change with the hope of receiving in kind,
but with tin* desire to bring cheer and sun¬
shine, hope and peace, and goodwill to
the multitude of those who would other¬
wise be neglected because they have no
social position, or financial prestige.
Christ, whose birthday anniversary we
celebrate, commands that we love one an¬
other, as He has loved us. If we have the
Christmas Spirit we will help and gladden
each other, not harm nor cheat each other.
A man and woman waiting in an elevator
were talking when a second woman entered.
Then tin* man removed his hat. ‘‘I suppose
■die is hi> wife,” observed the second woman.
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What Was It Like?
By Fra nobs .Johnson, ’37
All over tlio country people are asking
their neighbors, “What about the Fair?
What was it like ?" And though this neigh¬
bor who was so fortunate as to actually visit
tin' Fair, may answer in a stream of des¬
criptive1 adjectives so dear to the hearts of
all English professors, his less fortunate
friend is not always quite satisfied for he
wants to know just what about the Fair was
“wonderful” or what buildings were “odd
and unusual.”
Ten of the most commonly used adjectives
for describing tin* Century of Progress Ex¬
position have been here collected with a brief
summary of the interesting points that they
suggest.
(1) Bewildering may describe the new¬
comer’s first day at the Fair as he stands
on the steps of tin* Hall of Science and
looks back up the Avenue of Flags at the
milling, gaily-clad, jostling crowds that are
surging up and down the avenue lined with
its scarlet flags.
The endless exhibits can also be described
as bewildering, for any Fair visitor will tell
you that after wandering about for an hour
or so in the Transport Building, looking at
at least fifty different types of steam and
electric engines, he felt that he was lost in
a trackless desert, with no relief in sight.
The vast Transport Building and the Gen¬
eral Motor’s Plant; the Carillon Tower, the
domes and turrets of gray stone of the Bel¬
gian Village; plus the lighted causeways of
the Hall of Science by night, bring forth
sighs of admiration and murmurs of (2)
stupendous from all visitors.
Perhaps if asked after having spent a
whole day on the Fair grounds, one would
describe the Exposition as (3) wearying.
And wouldn’t you, after trudging over about
eight or ten of the eighty-two miles of ex¬
hibits, scuffing your shoes on the hard grav¬
el walks with the Havoline Oil Thermometer
registering from 90 to 95 degrees in the
shade?
The incessant cries of, “Yeah folks”,
“Step this way folks”, “hot dawgs, hot
dawgs,” and ‘Madame, have you tried our
health drink?” are all so (4) exasperating
that it causes one to pause and wonder if
these people don’t get tired of hearing
themselves talk.
All teachers and students will tell you that
the Fair was (5) interesting and instruc¬
tive, meaning the industrial exhibits and
historical displays, but, to the ordinary visi¬
tor, these two adjectives—instructive and
interesting would describe even more the
“naive, gum-chewing, beer-swigging crowds”
that fill the avenues and swarm over the ex¬
hibits buildings in endless numbers.
The same crowds were also (6) amusing in
their explanations and speculations on vari¬
ous scientific experiments and phenomena
found especially in the Hall of Science. Can
you picture the indignation of one woman
in the “Wings of a Century” show, when
her little boy, after staring at one of the old
fashioned airplanes dated about the year of
1888, asked her if she had been present when
if made its initial attempt at flight.
"1 can’t go a step farther! My dogs’ are
simply killin’ me," was almost a slogan of the
crowds along about four o’clock in the after¬
noon.
No fair, whether local or world-wide is
complete without its Midway, and so we find
tin* Chicago Fair no exception to this rule.
Among the Midway attractions were the Sem¬
inole Indian Village with its wrestling alli¬
gators, Ripley’s ‘Believe It or Not’ Audito¬
rium, the Havana Rumba, and the Streets of
Paris. These are described by some as (7)
tame and unoriginal and by others of stricter
morals as (8) salacious.
(9) Raucous is the caption given the loud¬
speakers bellowing out their cries of “Going
on now, folks, on the Lagoon, see the big
water circus!”; the barkers doing their
‘speils’ on the Midway; and the balatant
souvenir-hawkers pressing their high-priced
wares on the crowds.
Finally, (10) disorderly, may be used to
depict the hodge-podge of pseudo-scientific
displays and the many Coney Island peep-
shows.
Although many may give adverse criti¬
cisms about the Fair, expressing their disap¬
pointment concerning the buildings, exhib¬
its, and the like, nearly all however, no mat¬
ter what their position in life, agree that the
1933 Century of Progress Exhibition was a
succession of one big thrill after another.
Home Folks At the Fair
Bg Edna E. Neat,
“Every type of sound, responsible, middle
class, American father, mother and child was
represented at the Fair.” You noted the dif¬
ferent types first by their clothing. Cow¬
boy hats mix with panamas, and men wear¬
ing suspenders and no coats mix with men
who cling to coat and vest even on the hot¬
test days. Of course, every type of women’s
clothing was well represented. Second, you
noticed their talk, the clipped northern
brogue, the broad western drawl, and the
long, drawn out southern dialect. Although
the people differed markedly in their dress,
talk, and manners, they as a whole were
kind and polite and most of them would go
out of their way to do you a favor.
The main trouble the visitors had was with
their feet. You can always tell an experi¬
enced sight-seer from a new one. Among the
new ones are the dear little ladies who tip
around in their close-fitting high-heeled slip¬
pers and the men who stroll in their newest
Sunday oxfords. The experienced visitors
wear their oldest and biggest shoes and
smile sympathetically at the suffering
martyrs. Men sitting on benches with their
shoes beside them and their stockinged feet
dangling comfortably, was a common sight at
the fair. In their eager haste to see every¬
thing the people are likely to forget their
poor feet than can stand just so much. A
clerk in a Michigan Avenue drug store
stated that they sold as many bunion plasters
as ice cream sodas. Most of the treatments
at the fairground hospital ward were for
failing feet. “This shows that the feet of
the nation are in a bad way.”
The people were interested in almost every¬
thing at the fair, but more in some things
than in others. In the crowd were the gush¬
ing maidens who exclaimed, “Oh! Isn’t this
adorable?” Husbands who merely grunt ap¬
proval, and wives who fiddle around with
everything. However, Jerome Beatty in his
article, “Did 1 Meet You At The Fair?”
cited an incident where the husband was
fiddling around and the wife wanted to go
on to see something else. It seems that he
was looking at a bug which was enlarged
30,000 times. He kept exclaiming, “Ain’t
it ugly?” His wife grew impatient and went
to look at the bug herself. The last time
he made the remark, she retorted, “Humph,
why criticize the bug for his looks? You
wouldn’t be so handsome yourself, if you
were enlarged 30,000 times!” The dance
floors were nearly always empty, possibly
due to foot trouble. The people as a whole
seemed to be more interested in exhibits on
disease than in those on health, more inter¬
ested in copies of things familiar to them
than in things far away which they had
never seen, and more interested in what is
going on now than in demonstrations of
the future. Most of the people were disap¬
pointed in their first sight of the Fair, but
they soon got used to it. However, a very
few of the people liked, or even got used to,
modern art. Jerome Beatty says that the
Fair will probably end modern art forever.
But they all like what they like, not what
they ought to like, or rather they like what
they think they ought to like.
The older people marveled at the scientific
exhibits, but it was the younger people who
asked the questions. They wanted to find out
about everything. One man expressed his
opinion that the fair with its various ex¬
hibits of different things helps the young
people to decide what course they want to
follow in life.
Someone said that you learn about the
Fair from the exhibits, but most of all you
learn about the fair from your fellow sight¬
seers. You do. You learn all about Ameri¬
can people and America from the people
you come in contact with and the things
they do. You saw many examples of honesty
at the fair. A man lost $188.00 in the wash
room and it was returned to him. Three
girls lost their return tickets and all their
money, and these were recovered. Most of
the shows were clean and decent. This fact,
says Jerome Beatty, is not so much a tribute
to the officials of the Century of Progress
as to the American people. They simply
do not patronize vulgar shows. You learn
a great deal about the people of America.
You learn that they are friendly, guileless,
honest and trusting and you decide that
America isn’t so bad after all!
One interesting guest at the Tapley Me¬
morial service was William II. Borders, .Jr.,
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